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BIKEast welcomes the opportunity to provide our comments on the Draft Woollahra Integrated
Transport Strategy (referred to hereafter as the Draft Strategy).
We are encouraged that Council recognises the importance of having a transport strategy that
reduces dependence on private vehicles by developing a system of viable, public and active transport
alternatives (Draft Strategy - Introduction) and agree that Making walking and cycling the most
convenient option for most trips should be a key objective of the Integrated Transport Strategy.
In this regard we very much welcome much of the strategic intent of the Draft Strategy, specifically:
. Council’s policy commitment to best practice and sustainability - notably Q ali p blic
ran por and U eable alking and bic cle riding ne ork
. Council’s commitment to prioritise public and active transport modes over private motor
vehicles
. Ambitious Council mode shift targets to increase active, sustainable and space efficient
modes of travel that will reduce dependency on private vehicle use and ownership
. A specific target to decrease the use of people driving cars to 0 per cent by 0 (down
from 0 currently)
. Management of Council’s road kerb space to improve safety and encourage public and active
transport modes
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The statistics in section . of the Draft Strategy highlight the need for doing more to encourage
people to ride their bikes and reduce car dependence - especially for trips to work where 0 of the
workforce in Woollahra comes from the Eastern Suburbs and Sydney Inner City.
Figure . of the Draft Strategy illustrated a very low Bicycle mode shift of just
residents cycling to work - in spite of being relatively close to Sydney’s CBD.

of Woollahra

Census data shows cycling mode share in Woollahra is out of step with immediately surrounding
council areas including City of Sydney, Inner West, Waverley and Randwick.
BIKEast notes Woollahra’s neighbouring council peers have over the last decade invested more
strongly than WMC in cycling infrastructure and network improvements and this is very likely to have
encouraged the uptake of cycling as a safe and convenient transport mode choice.
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The BIKEast vision for the eastern suburbs includes neighbourhoods with local residential streets
designed for people to safely and comfortably walk and ride bicycles. At a high level - this is
consistent it would seem with the Draft Strategy objectives and principles.
Features and characteristics of the BIKEast vision includes:
●

Riders reaching a network of safe, continuous local /regional bike routes from (and back to)
their neighbourhoods.

●

Giving priority to amenity, and to pedestrians and bicycles over vehicles

●

Completing the local/regional bike route network

●

Re-planning of local neighbourhood streets to create more favourable conditions for
pedestrians and bicycles

Our concern from BIKEast is whether Council will be bold and committed enough to invest
appropriately in required projects to attain this vision.
Council has not shown sufficient boldness and commitment in the past towards cycling - which has
resulted in the poor cycling infrastructure and bike network in Woollahra we have today.
BIKEast wish to see a step change in Woollahra to invest in better facilities to encourage active
transport - specifically cycling - and reap the benefits witnessed in neighbouring inner city council
areas.
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In 0 BIKEast prepared, and circulated for council's consideration, the case for Safe-street
Neighbourhoods . This strategic document has since been endorsed by Bicycle NSW.
The foc of hi paper i o change neighbo rhood ree in ways that slow traffic, provide a
convenient network of cycling routes and complement cycling networks to neighbouring areas. It is an
urban design-based approach to foster redesign of streets in ways that tame the behaviour of
motorists and make local streets safe for everyone to use and enjoy.
Specific design and re-design initiatives outlined in BIKEast’s Safe-street Neighbourhoods to make
neighbo rhood ree afe for all o e and enjo include:
●

Make all vulnerable users safe by introducing 0km/h speed zoning for local residential streets
and local high streets

●

Implement numerous other initiatives that slow traffic - through infrastructure adaptations
such as street narrowing or closing off some streets (while retaining filtered permeability for
people walking or riding bikes)

●

Primarily serve residential needs while maintaining essential vehicular access

●

Further improve amenity through adaptations that serve people's use and enjoyment

●

Make 'Every street a cycle street' for a connected neighbourhood and city

●

Re-planning and re-landscaping land currently covered in bitumen - making more liveable
neighbourhoods

http://www.bikeast.org.au/wp/wp-content/uploads/ 0
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We would wish the Draft Strategy to adopt this vision also by way of adopting these and other
specific initiatives to change residential streets in ways that create safer active transport conditions
and specifically encourage cycling.
As part of this submission we encourage Council to revisit BIKEast’s Safe-street Neighbourhoods
strategic paper and adopt these aims and initiatives with numerous appropriately funded key
transformational projects.
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In order to achieve the aim of shifting preferences from private car use towards cycling as a
preferred mode, it is important for Council to remain focussed about the deterrence factors that are
barriers for many to cycle regularly - or at all.
It is well known that safety considerations are the main deterrent to cycling. Many people and most
non-regular cyclists, perceive Woollahra streets as too dangerous or risky to use - and this results in
only
riding to work in Woollahra.
Redesigning neighbourhood streets as outlined in BIKEast’s Safe-street Neighbourhoods paper is the
prerequisite to achieving more cycling in Woollahra.
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To achieve Council’s aim to reduce dependence on private vehicles will require developing a range of
system features that raise the appeal of viable, public and active transport alternatives.
Woollahra should be an area where children ride bikes to the local schools, shops, parks, beaches or
when visiting friends - and older residents feel safe riding bikes to get around.
In this respect Council will need to be committed to developing a quality network of safe, continuous
bike routes - not currently a feature in Woollahra that would serve most riders or all ages.
In addition to redesigning streets as already outlined above, vastly improved cycling standards in
Woollahra requires Council to make cycling appealing in a host of additional ways, including:
. Safe off-road cycling and separated cycleways
. Prioritise accessible, safe and convenient cycling routes leading to all schools and local
centres
. Prioritise accessible, safe and convenient cycling routes leading to Edgecliff Station and
Bondi Junction Station
. Enable convenient access to secure end-of-trip facilities at major public transport hubs thereby enabling multi-modal trips across the Sydney Metro - where bikes are used for some
part(s) of the journey
. Share bikes (especially electric power-assisted bikes) can play a significant role in an
improved, more sustainable local integrated transport network for residents of all ages
. Mandate cycling facilities provision - for example communal storage options for residents in
apartment buildings
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BIKEast acknowledge the Movement and Place framework being deployed as a policy guideline in
the Draft Strategy.
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We agree with these principles. However our preference as a more compelling policy guideline for
addressing Active Transport objectives and appropriately prioritising transport modes is the Reverse
Traffic Pyramid.
In agreement with this approach is well known Sydney architect and City of Sydney councillor
Professor Philip Thalis who also believes the inverse pyramid is a much stronger policy guideline than
the Movement and Place framework when designing and imagining a streetscape, routes and street
networks.
The Re er e Tran por Hierarch prioritises walking
over cycling over public transport over private cars and for this reason is seen as an applicable framework
to achieve the reduction of private car use in
Woollahra.
The implications of applying the framework are a
redesign of streets in the following ways:
. Road space reapportioned towards pedestrians
and cyclists with the conversion of road and
verge space away from space dedicated to cars
. Low speeds for safer streets
. Streetscape planting and verges that create
more liveable streets and more appealing
environments for walking and cycling
. Time reapportioned between modes, e.g.
favouring pedestrians to cross streets and
advanced green phase signalling for cyclists
Prioritising modes in this way has wide-ranging health,
economic, environmental and cost benefits.
This approach is seen as being acknowledged in the
Draft Strategy. It is welcomed that Council wish to
prioritise space-efficient transport modes (highlighted in Figure . in the Draft Strategy) with the
aim ‘to use more space-efficient transport modes and reduce reliance on vehicles’ and to ‘prioritise
walking, cycling and public transport to improve the efficiency of road space management’.
Alongside the Movement and Place framework, BIKEast proposes Council adopt the Reverse Traffic
Pyramid as a policy guideline that will further direct tangible funding allocations and planning decision
making.
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Low speed environments are especially important to creating attractive and safe urban cycling
environments. There is increasing community and political support for the widespread introduction
of 0km/h zones throughout Australia and the world:
●

The TfNSW Covid- response has seen a number of trials already in NSW such as in the CBDs
of Manly and Liverpool, which are in High Pedestrian Activity Areas similar to Oxford St.

●

There has been a positive evaluated trial in the City of Yarra – report to be sourced.
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●

There is increasing grass roots community support for the introduction of
neighbourhoods supported by powerful research by its founders and supporters .

●

CWANZ is the peak government and industry body for Cycling and Walking in Australia and
New Zealand. CWANZ has drafted a detailed discussion paper on the introduction of 0km/h in
High Pedestrian Activity Areas, which closely relates to Double Bay and the TfNSW Movement
and Place Framework. The final paper is expected to be available in about a month’s time.

●

The Heart Foundation has long supported the widespread introduction of 0km/h – report
attached.

●

Key members of BIKEast have developed a technical paper to support and promote. The paper
was published in Australia’s foremost JRS Journal of Road Safety .

●

The Third Global Ministerial Conference on Road Safety called for the widespread introduction
of 0km/h at its Stockholm, Sweden conference . The Stockholm Declaration is attached.

0km/h in

Lowering speeds over short distances negligibly impacts on motorist of public transport travel times
whilst providing significant safety, noise and precinct comfort benefits. In monitoring a speed zone
reduction a Berlin study (Heinrichs, E and Cancik) found that:
●

‘losses in travel time at 0km/h compared to 0km/h are o econd per
the day and at night between zero and two seconds per 00 meters’

●

‘other factors have a considerable, if not partly more significant influence, on the genuine
speed of travel and the loss in travel time: …traffic signals …double parked cars’

me er during

Providing further support for 0km/h zoning, please find attached the submission made by BIKEast to
Woollahra Council, dated July 0 0.
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BIKEast acknowledge the relevance of each signature project identified in the Draft Strategy. Three of
these projects are based in Double Bay and will enhance conditions for pedestrians. BIKEast have
previously made submissions to Council regarding a preferable 0km/h zone for much of Double Bay.
The Paddington Greenway is a project BIKEast has also been responsible for championing over the
last two years.
However the combined impact of these projects falls some way short of achieving the required
conditions in Woollahra to achieve a meaningful mode shift towards cycling. It is hoped the pending
Active Transport Plan will identify many further signature projects that are appropriately funded.
In this respect our expectation is strategic thinking more closely aligned with our Safe-street
Neighbourhoods strategy and adoption of a number of other signature projects, for example:
●
●

0km/h zones established for all Woollahra high street areas
A funded plan to make every Woollahra street a cycling street with 0km/h zoning, traffic
calming, planting

http://www. 0please.org/
https://acrs.org.au/wp-content/uploads/Contributed-Articles-Road-Safety-Policy-and-Practice-Safe-Street-Neighbourhoods-the-role-of-low
er-speed-limits.pdf
http://www. 0splenty.org/un_says_ 0splenty
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●

A funded and comprehensive plan to repriotise road space towards pedestrians and cyclists
in Woollahra

●

A funded and comprehensive plan to make ‘walking and cycling the most convenient option
for most trips’
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BIKEast acknowledge the Draft Strategy has articulated our shared views regarding cycling key
challenges and opportunities. We look forward to the pending Active Transport Plan (in
development) to address these issues. However a chief concern remains whether Council has the
associated commitment to reprioritise Active Transport to realise the opportunity and indeed attain
the stated shift to 0 private car use in Woollahra by 0 .
We are concerned about conspicuous omissions to achieve this goal in the action plans - with few
commitments to prioritise road space and lack of funding detail regarding the significant required
investment to achieve safe and convenient standards to make cycling perceived as meaningfully safe
and appealing.
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BIKEast is in agreement with the broader aims and sentiments to achieve improved walking and
cycling conditions in Woollahra set out in the Draft Strategy. The Draft Strategy does represent
progress. However we have strong reservations regarding Council’s commitment to appropriately
invest in infrastructure that will make a material difference and drive mode shift to cycling.
It is critical that future transport strategy in Woollahra meaningfully addresses deterrent factors that
persist by way of the lack of safe and convenient cycling standards. This is a critical issue. This will
require a far bolder vision for investment and identified signature projects as shown.
The Draft Strategy in this form has given a nod to the required challenges and issues but we feel
does not inspire sufficient confidence regarding the required infrastructure, replanning of streets
required towards active transport priorities and critically the significant investment required to
achieve the stated aims.

Mark Wor hing on
President, BIKEast

Andre Mo
BIKEast Advocacy Coordinator, Woollahra
0 0
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